
Social
Impact
Co-op
Take a look at what 

we have to offer
Start your co-op journey with a reputable Canadian charity where
you can learn skills and have a positive impact at the same time.



EVERY CO-OP 
STUDENT CAN

MAKE AN 
IMPACT 

Always doing your best, while demonstrating ambition,
enthusiasm and resourcefulness.

Carrying out the mission and values of the organization to the
best of your ability.

Working collaboratively with your colleagues.

Feeling comfortable taking direction, but also to make
suggestions were appropriate.

Seeking help in situations you require it.

Asking your supervisor to clarify expectations.

Informing your supervisor if you feel work conditions or tasks
are unsafe.

You'll make a difference with Habitat by;



Purpose:

To assist with successful ReStore retail
operations.

Responsibilities:

Demonstrate and build customer
service skills & donor relationships.

Depending on lifting ability, load and 
 and unload trucks and customer
vehicles.

Tiding, condensing, repricing,
restocking and making the Store
presentable for the upcoming day's
customers.

Pricing new & used items that have
come in from the previous day and
determining a price based on the
training provided.

Merchandising and organizing an
assigned section of the store to
ensure it's attractive for clientele.

Be on the sales floor and remain
accessible to assist customers with
any questions or inquiries that they
have. 

Potentially learn the Point of Sale
system and handle cash

Learn about our various recycling
programs. 

ReStore Warehousing
and Merchandising 
Associate

BURLINGTON, MILTON,
MISSISSAUGA AND ORANGEVILLE
RESTORES

Schedule:

Shifts are available 10am - 3pm,
Monday - Friday.



CRM Database and
Donor Relations

Assistant
Mississauga Office or Virtual

Purpose:

To assist with the collection of donor data that will
be utilized to target new donation and community
partnership objectives.

Responsibilities:

Establish and record donor preferences for 400+ donors, and develop an online survey to
gather missing information from donors.

Reach out by calling and emailing donors to thank them and collect data.

Work on the segmentation criteria within the database called Donor Impact; and
organize donor data from the CRM database into specific boundary areas and
demographics.

Assist supervisor to research & call businesses to acquire corporate donations. 

Schedule:

The schedule for this position is relatively flexible.
Morning and afternoon shifts are available.



Call Centre
Assistant

 
MISSISSAUGA OFFICE 

Purpose:

To answer calls and emails related to ReStore donations
to provide an exceptional donor experience.

Responsibilities:

Answer calls and emails, and use required online software to manage
donor information.

Effectively communicate our acceptance policies to donors.

Use technology to assist in scheduling/ routing of pickups.

Communicate with donors to provide an excellent
donor experience;. 

Provide timely communication with the Call Centre
team for any changes in schedules.

 
Schedule:

The schedule for this position is relatively flexible.
Morning and afternoon shifts are available.



Purpose:

To be primarily responsible for social media engagement, content
creation, and increasing followers for Habitat for Humanity.

Schedule:

The schedule for this position is relatively flexible. The student(s) can work from  1pm
to 5 pm Monday-Friday. The location for this position is about 80% virtual., but visits
to their local ReStore or office would be for meetings and content creation - only
when required.

Responsibilities:

Identify opportunities to improve engagement in social media platforms of Habitat for
Humanity ReStores. This includes content creation.

Work independently, while working closely (as needed), with the supervisor if only to
clarify output, and generate desired results and content.

Help to double Instagram follower count and increase growth on other channels; Co-
own Tiktok and generate video and other engaging content for our Social Media
platforms.

Google Suite - Docs, Sheets, Drive Social Media apps/accounts Facebook, Instagram,
TikTok, LinkedIn, Twitter, CMS (Content Management System) Zoho or Creator Studio
Canva or design knowledge a plus (but it can be taught)

Marketing Assistant -
Social Media Focused
BURLINGTON, MILTON, MISSISSAUGA &
ORANGEVILLE RESTORES



4 PHYSICAL
LOCATIONS
+ VIRTUAL

WHERE WILL YOUR CO-OP BE?


